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About This Game

Don't Chat With Strangers is a hard-to-describe-sort-of-horror-permadeath-puzzle-game mostly taking place in a single room.

The main character in the middle of the night is approached by a strange girl in an online chat. It quickly turns out that he is in
grave danger - the player's task is either to survive and find out why the girl is bugging the protagonist, or kill the main character

in a multitude of different ways.

In DCWS you will

chat with a virtual stranger (by selecting replies from predetermined phrases)

play computer games in a computer in a computer game in your computer

click on a few things in your room to do stuff (as in point and click adventure games)

have to think a little if you want to complete the game

get spooked a little

die multiple times in multiple various ways
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Multiplayer was broken. Don't buy.. TL;DR: Decent game, but horribly programmed. Don't pay full-price, it was barely worth it
at 7 bucks.

This is a fun little multiplayer roguelike, which there aren't enough ot these days. My only complaint about the controls is that
Dodge and Interact can't be bound to separate buttons. Either way, it's a decent game with somewhat intuitive controls and
mechanics. However, the game has several bugs, some of which are easily (though non-intuitively) resolved, and some of which
are unresolvable and frankly gamebreaking. From paying for an upgrade so that healing costs less only for it to charge you the
full amount, to not being able to open the foodstamp shop at all, and several others. Fun, but really buggy and it can definitely
detract from the experience.. Definitly one of the best 99c games out there, DEFINITLY WORTH GETTING 9/10.. From just
a simple chapter 1 I was enticed by this game. It's just a hidden objects game. Some items you would think that you are finding
consecutively but there is a pattern you must follow. I'd play the next few chapters. It kills time and lets you work your mind a
bit.. Clumsy and too pricy. Requested for the refund. Too many bugs and out dated UI.. Happy International Woman's Day

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=-mVqiYOLZAI
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step 1: buy game
step 2: question life choices
step 3: look in the mirror
step 4:cave head in on mirror
step 5: enjoy hell, its more fun than this game
step 6: butts. None of the keyboard controls worked, so I could not play this at all. Disappointed.. Excellent game, super tense
and has you going back for more!. Fun at a party or with a small group of friends. I've never seen anyone pass up a chance to
play, and those that can't for whatever reason can be in the audience and take in the unique pictionary-esque wackiness.. It's
awesome with Goa and some good weed

420 / 10 points
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